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Abstract—The current access to mobile services a user has,
is defined by the user’s mobile terminal as the single entry
point to an operators network. This comes along with a set of
limitations. Although performance and multimedia capabilities
of mobile devices are constantly increasing, user-service
interaction is still limited due to physical constraints imposed
by the form factor. Another drawback is the varying ability of
devices to download and execute new services. At the same
time it is not possible to synchronise, exchange or share the
user’s data and media content among different devices.
In order to overcome these limitations this paper presents
the concept of the Distributed Communication Sphere and the
according architectural framework that allows its
management. This framework defines functional components
to enable multi-device delivery of communication and media
service sessions, user input interpretation, terminal
management and resource discovery. It also provides flexible
service delivery through the dynamic desktop component and
relies on intelligent service enablers of the underlying service
platform architecture, such as context-awareness, service
provisioning and personal profile enablers.
The work has been performed as part of the EU IST-SPICE
(027617) project targeting intelligent extensions for next
generation service platforms.
Index Terms—next generation service enablers, multimodal
interfaces, multi-device environments, context-awareness,
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I. INTRODUCTION

ITH the accelerating proliferation of networked
multimedia and communication devices and their
increasing functional richness, users can easily feel
overwhelmed by the complexity imposed to manage their
interoperability for certain user interaction needs. Proposals
for the intelligent integration of such devices have been
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researched in relation to pervasive environments [1, 2] for
example. However these efforts do not apply easily to
mobile environments and their specific requirements.
Typically, mobile users access their services in a constantly
changing environment, so that user interfaces for userservice interaction, as can be composed from the available
devices, changes frequently. The field of multimodal user
interfaces in general provides the concepts for a more
natural user interaction by allowing the integrating of
modality user input from two or more input modes (e.g.
speech, gestures, gaze, etc.) in combination with the
coordinated presentation of multimodal output [3]. At the
same time people tend to interact in a more multimodal
fashion if tasks are getting complex [4]. However, the
current state of the art shows some needs for further
research, when it comes to the challenge to apply
multimodal user interaction to changing mobile multi-device
environments, as addressed in this paper. Initial work has
been performed on this, as example for user interface
adaptation for mobile terminals as described in [5].
Another limitation is imposed by the trend of user created
content and media content in general, which usually is
stored in a distributed fashion amongst different devices.
The sharing, exchanging and synchronisation of the content
in the different environments can require huge efforts,
especially when users want to do it manually. Hence it
should be supported automatically and optimally by the
mobile operator platform.
The third drawback comes from the fact that service
software updates and new services download and execution
in general are only supported in a limited fashion. Proposing
new services based on the changing context situation such
as the location of the user is not supported by the current
functionalities at all.
Therefore to overcome the limitations in the mentioned
areas of user-service interaction in multi-device
environments, user data synchronisation and dynamic
service updates, the paper proposes an architecture approach
namely the Distribute Communication Sphere (DCS)
management system.
The paper is structured as follows. Section II provides a
summary of challenges that arise when addressing the
limitations on multi-device user-service interaction, user
data management and dynamic service updates. Based on
this section III introduces the DCS management architecture
addressing the challenges. Characteristic use cases for the
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defined components are given in section IV to highlight the
dynamic aspects of the system.
II. CHALLENGES
The introduction section highlighted the limitations and
gave some initial thoughts on how to potentially overcome
them. Nevertheless a number of challenges arise, which
need to be identified before proposing a solution. In the
following the challenges are subsequently described
categorised by the objective.
A. User-service interaction in multi-device environments
Human computer interaction (HCI) probably is the research
area with the most commonalities to this high level
challenge. Specifically concepts provided in the field of
multimodal user interface research should be applied for
user-service interaction. However, not all particular
problems in this area have been solved yet and concepts
need to be extended for multi-device environments. The
following list provides the main challenges to be addressed
in relation to this:
- Discovery of user interaction resources, such as devices
which can be used for multimodal user input or media
output representation, with their according provided
modality services (e.g. microphones for speech input or
displays for html rendering)
- Coordination of service and communication session
media output in a structured manner in order to provide
users with the best means of media presentation for a
given set of available modality devices.
- Interpretation of user input is gathered from different
devices and usually referred to as multimodal fusion.
Users should be enabled to interact with the service
through different modality input channels, which
should be dependent on the service specific usage
evaluated in input by input fashion or in a coordinated
manner.
- User-service sessions should be constantly re-evaluated
based on resource and context changes.
B. User data synchronisation
The synchronisation of user data in general maintains the
coherence of a collection of user data sources (e.g. media
content, address book, user terminal configuration
parameters). The complexity of the task demands that it
should be automated to be fully exploited. The following
challenges are intrinsic:
- Propagation of user data modifications among user’s
devices.
- Intelligent conflict management in case of separate
modification of data sources.
- Ensure access to up-to-date data for users even if
devices are not connected to the platform.
- Take into account certain constraints imposed by the
current user context (e.g. network bandwidth or costs),
also based on user defined preferences
C. Dynamic service updates
Dynamic service updates address the need for updates on
services and service representations on the user’s terminal
based on his current situation, in accordance with the

operator’s service platform. New services may be proposed
and non relevant services need to be set passive or even
deleted. Automatic service updates, especially when
including user input dialogues, provide a number of general
challenges:
- Decoupling of the service logic for the service platform
side and the user interface part of the service.
- Rendering of service user interface on the terminal
device
- Integration of the service logic with the user-service
interaction paradigm.
- Providing generic dialogue templates for platform and
service alerts.
Providing these high level challenges, the next section
introduces the Distributed Communication Sphere
managements system addressing the challenges.
III. DISTRIBUTED COMMUNICATION SPHERE (DCS)
MANAGEMENT ARCHITECTURE

The goal of the DCS Management architecture is to
overcome limitations on multi-device user-service
interaction, user data management and dynamic service
updates in mobile environments and to address the given
challenges in an integrated and consistent manner.
Moreover the link to the operator’s service platform has to
be taken into account.
The Distributed Communication Sphere (DCS) concept
itself defines entities which are an intrinsic part of the user’s
communication. As such it collects information about and
represents resources relevant to the current user-service
interaction. These resources are not only devices or sensors,
but can be also the available networks, services, buddies or
groups the user belongs to. The DCS forms a 'sphere'
around the user and is typically subject to frequent changes,
for instance as a result of user mobility.
In order to manage this complex setup, the DCS
management architecture defines a well selected set of
components as depicted in Fig. 1. The illustration shows the
high-level organisation of the four main components, which
are briefly described in the following list:
- The Dynamic Desktop, provides a graphical user
interface metaphor for the mobile terminal as being a
flexible portal to the user’s mobile services, provides
information about the user’s DCS and allows control of
the current multi-device service interaction. Further it
organising service items called widgets of the user
subscribed services in a flexible and easy way for the
user.
- The Resource Discovery System, which dynamically
discovers the available resources in a user’s DCS.
- The Multimedia Delivery and Control System, which
can dynamically change the mode of interaction of a
service (e.g., from speech to gestures) and is also
capable of moving parts of a service between different
devices.
- The Terminal Manager, which enables the devices in a
user’s DCS to share (synchronise) data.
These components are integrating with the current user
context situation by making use of a “Knowledge Layer” as
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also shown in Fig. 1. This mechanism enables them to
retrieve context information about a particular user through
the Knowledge Management Framework (KMF) [6],
retrieve the user’s preferences, and obtain recommendations
for best user interaction means (e.g., about which modes of
interaction or which devices to use).

Fig. 1. High-level organisation of the DCS Management System.

The remainder of this section subsequently discusses the
Dynamic Desktop, the Resource Discovery System, the
Multimodal Delivery and Control System, and the Terminal
Manager as part of the DCS managements system in more
detail.
A. Dynamic Desktop
The Dynamic Desktop as indicated earlier provides a
flexible portal to the user services provided by the operator
service platform and user configuration functionalities. For
this it displays the list of end-user services (represented by
dynamic widgets) on the user’s mobile terminal that users
have previously subscribed to and dependent on the current
context are available. Further it provides a graphical
representation of the DCS resources and a service browser
and locator in order to search for services the user might
want to add to the dynamic desktop.
User can install, update, and remove service widgets from
the dynamic desktop. These widgets provide different views
on the dynamic desktop in order to show the most relevant
information in the right size. The collapsed view shows only
a service icon, the focus view shows relevant and
dynamically updated service information in a compressed
fashion and the full view opens a full screen interaction
view of the service widget. The service platform can based
on the current situation of the user activate, freeze or hide
service widgets in order to always keep the desktop up to
date and relevant for the current situation. This mechanism
is support by a widget manager subcomponent.
Moreover services and the platform, can notify the user
about occurring relevant changes using predefined dialogue
templates. Based on the preferences the user has defined the
system can send pure information messages or show a
dialogue where the user can select certain parameters (e.g.
which device to use, when choices are ambiguous or a new
service might be interesting for the user). These messages
are always carefully selected by the initiator in order to
provide as much information as necessary, with the least
intrusive means.
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B. Resource Discovery System
The Resource Discovery System (RDS) is responsible for
probing the user’s DCS to provide information about
discovered resources in terms of devices, networks and
services. It receives information about resources that should
be added to the user’s DCS, either because they have been
directly discovered by the user terminal through discovery
mechanisms such as Bluetooth SDP, or because platform
components decided to add the resource based for example
on user context information, such as location. RDS tries to
find a Knowledge Source component associated with this
resource; if no such component is available in the platform,
it is created. The reference to this Knowledge Source is then
added to the user’s Knowledge Agent [7], which maintains
the list of such references relevant to the DCS of the user at
a given time. Other platform components such as other DCS
Management System blocks can then subscribe to the
Knowledge Agent and the Knowledge Sources it contains in
order to get notified of relevant changes in the DCS, such as
the availability of a certain network or device. The state of
the DCS can be reflected through a dedicated Dynamic
Desktop widget.
C. Multimodal Delivery and Control System
The Multimodal Delivery and Control System (MDCS)
enables users to interact with a service in various userservice interaction ways (e.g., by means of touch, gestures,
or voice) and to seamlessly move from one modality to a
different one, while maintaining the current service session.
To accomplish this, the MDCS continuously determines the
most appropriate modality for each of the services with
which a user interacts and then switches to that modality.
Similarly, the MDCS also determines which devices in a
user’s DCS are most appropriate for the interaction with a
particular service and then uses these devices and their
provided modalities for the user-service interaction. The
MDCS may decide to use multiple devices to collect input
from the user (e.g., a microphone for voice input and a
touch screen for gestures) or use multiple devices to render
the output of the service (e.g., a wall-mounted display for
video output and a home stereo set for delivery of audio).
The MDCS distinguishes input and output modalities.
The input modality of a service is the way in which that
service accepts inputs from the user. Examples of input
modalities include mouse clicks, gestures, voice commands,
and keystrokes. The input modality of a particular service
may also consist of a combination of these primitive
modalities. This process is known as multimodal fusion [3].
Modality input in the DCS management system is
represented by so called activators which do the recognition
of the user input and translate them in a modality input
representation. An example of input fusion is when a user
fast forwards in a service’s audio-video content by means of
a combination of gestures and voice commands (e.g., by
saying “fast forward” and at the same time point at the scene
to fast forward to).
The output modality of a service is the way in which the
SPICE platform renders the output of a service. Examples of
output modalities are audio, video, and text. As with input
modalities, the output modality of a particular service may
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be a combination of these primitive output modalities (e.g.,
audio and video). This is referred to as modality renderers.
The MDCS can change the input and output modalities of
a service independently for each user that it serves. The
most appropriate modality for a particular service (input or
output) depends on the preferences of the user, his context
(e.g., if he is walking or driving a car), on the resources
available in the user’s DCS, and on the limitations that a
service provider might put on the multimodal delivery of its
services (e.g., limit the delivery of a service to certain
devices that have large enough displays). A change in one
of these parameters might lead to another modality
becoming more appropriate.
The MDCS may also stick to the same modality for a
particular service, but move to a different set of devices to
interact with the user. For example, the MDCS could stick
to video as the output modality for a certain service, but
move the video stream from a cell phone to a wall-mounted
display (referred to as session mobility [8, 9]). Alternatively,
the MDCS could continue to use audio-video as the output
modality for another service, but render the audio part on a
cell phone and the video part on a TV (non-monolithic
rendering [10]).
The MDCS is part of the SPICE platform and hides the
complexity and particularities of the different DCS
configurations. The advantage of this approach is that
different services can use the MDCS and that service
providers do not have to implement and maintain their own
MDCSs. In addition, service providers will be able to
deliver their services to users rather than to the individual
devices in the DCSs of these users. This will likely speed up
the development and deployment of new services and will
probably also reduce their development and deployment
costs. This is particularly important as the number of user
increase and their DCSs become more heterogeneous and
change more frequently. Service providers do however need
to be able to inform the MDCS of certain limitations
regarding the way in which users may interact with their
services. For example, a service provider that delivers realtime video content (e.g., a TV broadcast) may want to guard
the quality at which the MDCS delivers this content. It
could for instance accomplish this by informing the MDCS
that it should not deliver the content to devices with that
have very small displays.
To focus our work, we are developing an MDCS for the
multimodal delivery of multimedia presentations, which is
one specific class of end-user services that will run on the
SPICE platform. Apart from traditional distribution and
consumption of media, the MDCS is also intended for usergenerated content. Because of the benefits of a declarative
language for expressing the temporal and spatial
synchronisation relationships of a multimedia presentation
[11], we use W3C’s SMIL language [12].
D. Terminal Manager
The Terminal Manager is based on two components, the
Terminal Synchronisation and Terminal Configuration.
The Terminal Synchronisation component allows users to
have their personal data automatically synchronised with the
platform and among different devices. Synchronisation can
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be summarised as a process ensuring the coherence between
two data collection that can be modified separately. A well
known example of personal data synchronisation is the
Address Book Synchronisation of a mobile phone using
SyncML [13].
Since the DCS and in particular network conditions may
vary in mobile environments (bandwidth variation,
blackout), the synchronisation process is made context and
user preferences dependant in order to optimise its task.
The Terminal Configuration component allows the user
to install new services on the terminal and to configure
installed software and services.
IV. DCS - USE CASES
This section presents use cases illustrating the inter-working
of the DCS Management System components. These use
cases were extracted from official SPICE project scenarios.
A. Context aware terminal data synchronisation use
cases
The following message sequence diagram illustrates the
exchanges between the Resource Discovery System,
Terminal Manager and Dynamic desktop when triggering
automatically user data synchronisation upon detection of
specific DCS conditions (such as high bandwidth or low
cost network detected).

Fig. 2 Context-aware terminal data synchronisation

In this message exchange, the RDS discovers the network
change and notifies registered parties of this change,
including the Terminal Manager component. The latter
evaluate user rules with this new condition and decide to
trigger synchronisation. During the synchronisation process,
the Terminal Manager sends regular status update to the
Dynamic Desktop, which are shown to the user in the
Terminal Manager widget.
B. Multimodal service delivery use cases
The following section presents two phases of the
multimodal adaptation of a media service output to the user.
The first figure presents the initiation phase of a media
service, when the user requests the delivery of multimedia
content from the service, through this service’s Dynamic
Desktop widget.
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account current state of the art developments.
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